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SYNOPSIS

Residual-insecticide spraying methods may lead to the eradica-
tion of malaria from a country or from an area of it, and therefore to
the possibility that the spraying campaign may eventually be discon-
tinued. This is the final target to be aimed at in planning national
malaria-control campaigns. As it is now known that some
anopheline vector species may develop resistance to insecticides,
a plea is made that control programmes should be planned to cover
such large areas and with such criteria of efficiency as to eradicate
malaria and to enable the campaign to be discontinued before
resistance may have developed.

" Unequal development in different countries
in the promotion of health and control of disease,
especially communicable disease, is a common
danger." (WHO Constitution)

The impetus that malaria-control programmes have acquired throughout
the world would have seemed incredible before the discovery of residual
insecticides. F. J. Dy (see page 725) has summarized the documentation
presented by most of the governments which sent delegates to the First
Asian Malaria Conference in 1953,1 and it is impossible not to be struck
by the size of the national programmes in the South-East Asia and Western
Pacific Regions. A similar observation may be made as regards other
parts of the world.

If, as was generally believed ten years ago when DDT was first applied
in malaria control, the insecticide campaigns did have to be repeated year
after year, and if-as was thought until two or three years ago-there was no
evidence of anophelines developing resistance to chlorinated-hydrocarbon
insecticides, the present scope of national programmes could only be a
source of deep satisfaction to malariologists and public-health admi-
nistrators.

Recent knowledge, however, makes one wonder whether the present
strategy should not be revised.

Let it be emphasized that by house-spraying with insecticides we can
well aim not merely at controlling malaria but even at eradicating it. Malaria
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eradication does not mean or require eradication of the anopheline species
that carry the disease in a given area. It only means eradication of the
malaria parasites. If transmission does not take place, the infections ofthe
malarious patients, with or without treatment, would be cured. It is well
known that malaria, when it does not kill, is spontaneously self-curing.
Infection with Plasmodium faleiparum generally lasts no longer than one
year; with P. vivax generally no longer than two, or, exceptionally, three or
four. The same is not true of infection with P. malariae, for we have learnt
from experience with blood transfusions that this may indeed last throughout
life. But we do not exactly know for how many years it remains infective
for the mosquitos, whereas we know that it always infects them with more
difficulty than is the case for P. vivax or P..falciparum, and that P. malariae
is by far the rarest of malaria infections and in many places is not present
at all. If infection with P. malariae is disregarded, it must then be admitted
that, once the transmission of malaria in a country has been completely
stopped for three or four years, there will be no more malaria parasites in
the human or the mosquito host. If we then withhold malaria control,
provided we effectively protect the country from reimportation of parasites,
malaria will not return.

Discontinuation of Residual-Insecticide Spraying

It seems that this has become today one of the objectives in planning
malaria-control programmes. We know, of course, that in some countries,
this objective has already been attained, as is shown by Livadas,3 G. Giglioli
(see page 849), J. M. Andrews et al. (see page 839), and Raffaele & Coluzzi.5
It is of some interest to review how, with the progressing knowledge and
experience, the views of malariologists have evolved.

When the first Expert Committee on Malaria of the Interim Commission
of WHO considered, in 1947, the modern methods of malaria control, it
said in its report that " DDT probably will have to be used as a recurring
measure-as chlorine is used in water-supplies-and therefore expenditures
may be expected to be maintained ".9 In the third report of the WHO
Expert Committee on Malaria (August 1949) the committee still recognized
that: " An apparent drawback of the house-spraying programme is that
once used it has to be continued. Nevertheless, the permanent use of
domestic residual insecticides will not necessarily be confined to the
prevention of malaria but may be directed also to the control of other
noxious house-haunting arthropods, some of them vectors of disease" 6

In its fourth report (December 1950), however, the possibility that
residual spraying might eventually be discontinued seemed to be implicit
when the committee pointed out that, " so long as there is any focus of
malaria in the area, or endemic malaria existing on its borders, it is not wise
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to terminate a residual-spraying project even though clinical malaria appears
to have become rare ".

It was only in the fifth report (September 1953) that the committee had
on its agenda the question of the interruption of residual-insecticide
spraying and, impressed by the plan of interruption in Greece, con-
cluded that " the practice of discontinuing residual spraying, under proper
safeguards, after several years of achieved malaria control, is both logical
and feasible, and should be given careful consideration by administrations
that have carried out malaria control to a satisfactory end-point in all
or the major parts of their territory "8 (page 24).

The implications of this statement are of great importance for malarious
countries. It recognizes that, under appropriate circumstances, residual-
spraying schemes may eventually lead to the elimination of the recurring
expenses of malaria control. It is true that malaria control by residual
insecticides is economically feasible and therefore much cheaper than the
methods one had to employ before the second World War, but national
malaria-control programmes, protecting millions of people, do represent
a heavy expense. It therefore seems obvious that, on the basis of such an
authoritative statement as that issued by the WHO Expert Committee on
Malaria, many health administrations of malaria-ridden countries would
hope to discontinue malaria control in the near future or would be encour-
aged to adopt nation-wide malaria-control plans, believing that these plans
would entail expenses limited to a small number of years.

However, it appears that there are not many countries today in which it
would be advisable to discontinue residual-insecticide spraying, because
the requisites indicated by the expert committee in its fourth and fifth reports
are not met. First of all the discontinuation requires " several years of
achieved malaria control ", in other words, the certainty that transmission
has not occurred for several years and therefore that malaria parasites in
man or mosquito no longer exist in the given area. Further, the area where
this end-point of transmission has been reached and maintained must be
a major part of the territory, possibly so outlined as to have no endemic
malaria on its borders or within them. Planning towards the objective of
eradicating malaria and therefore of ending active malaria control will
then have to take account of four desiderata.

First, within the area to be controlled, every locality where transmission
is possible should be under control. It has been customary in many coun-
tries not to spray villages with very low spleen-rates or those that were too
remote from the highways. This procedure would jeopardize the possibility
of discontinuing the campaign, because it would leave sources of infection
within the controlled area.

Secondly, the assessment of results should be so organized as to make
it possible to ascertain if and where a total interruption of malaria trans-
mission has been achieved. It is felt that the usual malariometric survey
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methods are not sufficiently sensitive for this purpose. As a matter of fact,
it might be said that such methods lose much of their utility both where
transmission is extremely intense and where it is at vanishing point. In
the latter case, infant parasite-rates may have reached zero, though some
transmission is still occurring. Therefore it seems necessary that the locali-
ties should be visited regularly and that all subjects having fever or having
had fever during the intervals between visits should have their blood
examined. This active search for cases, such as is being carried out in Greece,
seems necessary; but it should be started at least one year before interruption
of the spraying campaign is envisaged, in order to be as sure as possible
that such interruption will be applied only where appropriate.

Thirdly, malaria control should be implemented with the greatest
technical thoroughness, all at one time and in as large an area as possible,
preferably bordered by areas where, naturally or as a result of control,
there is also no transmission.

If malaria has been eradicated from country A but is still prevalent
in countries B and C, and if the inhabitants of each country have free access
into and out of the others, the possibility of reintroducing malaria parasites
into the area from which they have been eradicated is evident, and such a
reintroduction will be proportionate in importance to the movements of the
parasite carriers. However, if the adjacent countries B and C have also
eradicated malaria, the danger will obviously be smaller; and if all the
countries of a continent have done so, it will then only be possible for
parasite carriers to be introduced from another continent.

Fourthly, appropriate safeguards, such as those indicated in the fifth
report of the Expert Committee on Malaria, should be introduced to ensure
rapid detection of any case of malaria and prompt elimination of possible
transmission.

Development of Resistance

This is the second point that one must keep in mind in planning malaria-
control programmes today.

Resistance to an insecticide, as defined by the Symposium on the Control
of Insects, Vectors of Disease, held in Rome in 1953, " is the development
of an ability in a strain of an insect to tolerate doses of toxicants which would
prove harmful to the majority of individuals of a normal population of the
same species. The term ' behaviouristic resistance ' describes the ability
to avoid a dose which would prove harmful ".2

Behaviouristic resistance may not interfere with malaria control. It
did not in the case of A. albimanus, described by H. Trapido (see page 885);
but physiological resistance, when high, is bound to interfere. Physiological
resistance has probably not yet occurred in many species of anophelines;
but we know that it has been proved in the case of A. quadrimaculatus
in the USA and of A. sacharovi in Greece 4 and, very likely, in Lebanon,
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as described by C. Garrett-Jones and G. Gramiccia on page 865. Recent
information from Greece (G. Belios-personal communication, 1954)
indicates that the other two vector species, A. maculipennis and A. super-
pictus, have also developed some degree of DDT resistance. One may
argue that DDT resistance developed in Greece because DDT was also
used against the aquatic stages of the mosquito; but in the two Lebanese
villages where A. sacharovi was found to have become resistant this was not
the case. These facts are a warning that the development of insecticide
resistance may eventually occur with other anopheline vectors, and that
therefore the continuation, year after year, of house-spraying may lead
to a failure of the insecticide to control malaria. At this time, the degree of
resistance of A. sacharovi in Greece to chlorinated-hydrocarbon insecticides
is not such as to suggest that adequate dosage or appropriate repetition of
spraying operations should not control transmission; and in September
1953 the Expert Committee on Malaria could state that " in no case has
such resistance so far constituted an important barrier to malaria control" 8
(page 23). Still, we have been informed (G. A. Livadas-personal commu-
nication, 1954) that in 144 villages in Greece cases of malaria occurred
in 1953 in spite of the fact that the villages had been " preventively " sprayed.
This seems to indicate that, in these particular cases, recent DDT deposits
had failed to prevent transmission.

Conclusions

We have already said that instances of DDT resistance in anophelines
are rare in spite of the fact that in many countries this insecticide has
been sprayed for at least nine or ten years. But can we disregard the warning
of Greece ? If we do, we may be faced with the fact that after some years
of a large-scale programme, resistance will develop. If by that time malaria
has not been fully controlled, we may replace the insecticide by another;
but there is reason to believe that once resistance has developed to one of the
chlorinated-hydrocarbon insecticides, such as DDT, it very soon extends
to the other members of the same chemical group as well. If this occurs,
one can foresee that transmission may multiply unchecked among a popula-
tion who would have lost most of the immunity they had acquired before
the campaign started; and the health services would have either to use
organic-phosphorus insecticides-at best, more dangerous and more
expensive-or to avail themselves of the techniques of malaria control that
prevailed before the second World War, though these would surely be more
efficient today if they were based on the use of modern antimalarials. If
resistance develops when malaria has been eradicated, it would appear that
no dire consequence would follow, because the insecticide campaign could
perhaps be withheld. But one of the safeguards that must be available when
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discontinuing a malaria-control campaign, and precisely the most effective
and economical one-immediate house-spraying-would have become
inoperative.

To heed the warning from Greece means to plan the programme in
such a way that house-spraying could be safely discontinued before insec-
ticide resistance develops. Obviously the larger the area throughout which
the end-point of transmission is attained all at the same time, the earlier
and the more safely can the spraying be discontinued. No less important
than the size of the area and its configuration will be the methods adopted
for control; they should prevent (so far as present knowledge allows) the
development of resistance; that is, indiscriminate spraying and the use of the
insecticide for larval control should be avoided.

It is realized that this new pattern of planning, which must be conceived
of in terms of huge areas, of total coverage, of great thoroughness of
control, and of a minimum of years, will be difficult and that its implementa-
tion will require more funds, more trained personnel, greater efficiency of
operations, and better systems of epidemiological surveillance than are
necessary now. Further, it may require inter-country co-ordination of
programmes. These difficulties would be compensated for, however, not
only by better and quicker results, but also by the hope that after a few
years of intense efforts, malaria control would no longer represent an impor-
tant item in the yearly budget of the health administration. Should this
new and bold planning not be adopted, the penalty might vary. In the
more favourable cases, house-spraying would remain effective, but would
have to be continued year after year; in the unfortunate cases, insecticide
resistance would develop, increase, become polyvalent, and the whole
programme might ultimately end in failure.

RItSUMJE

Les paludologues et les services de sante publique n'auraient eu qu'a se feliciter des
remarquables resultats de la lutte antipaludique au moyen du DDT, poursuivie depuis
une dizaine d'annees, si divers faits r6cents n'incitaient pas a reviser le plan general
d'action adopte jusqu'a maintenant. Par la pulverisation d'insecticides dans les maisons,
on peut pretendre non seulement a limiter les mefaits de la maladie, mais a e'liminer
l'infection: bien entendu, il ne s'agit pas de viser a l'eradication du vecteur, mais a celle
du parasite. Or, l'infection palud6enne s'eteint d'clle-meme, si elle n'est pas transmise.
L'infection it P. fakeiparum ne dure en general pas plus d'une annee, celle a P. vivax pas
plus de deux (trois ou quatre exceptionnellement); seule l'infection a P. malariae peut
durer toute une vie - mais on ne sait du reste pas combien de temps l'homme qui en est
porteur reste infectant pour le moustique. Cette dernire forme mise 'a part- qui n'existe
pas partout - on peut admettre que si la transmission a ete completement interrompue
pendant 3-4 ans, les parasites ont disparu du corps de l'homme et de celui du moustique.
La lutte antipaludique pourra alors etre suspendue, a condition de proteger la r6gion
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contre toute reinfestation. Certains pays sont d6ja parvenus a ce resultat. Ce n'est qu'en
1953, au vu des experiences faites par quelques pays, en particulier la Grece, que le Comit6
d'experts du Paludisme a estime que (( sous reserve de precautions convenables, l'interrup-
tion des pulv6risations d'insecticides a action remanente, apres plusieurs annees de lutte
efficace contre le paludisme, est A la fois logique et r6alisable ... *. I1 6tait ainsi reconnu
que les d6penses engagees pour la lutte antipaludique pourraient, au bout de quelques
annees, etre allegees, ce qui est d'une importance considerable pour les pays fortement
impalud6s. Cependant, les conditions requises pour la suspension des operations de
lutte ne sont pas remplies partout, et, en fait, peu de pays seraient fond6s a l'interrompre
maintenant. I1 faut d'abord qu'aucune transmission ne se soit produite depuis quelques
annees et que, par cons6quent, le parasite n'existe plus dans la r6gion, ni chez les mous-
tiques ni chez l'homme. La dite region doit representer la majeure partie du territoire
national et n'avoir pas d'end6mie palud6enne a ses frontieres. Les plans visant A la sup-
pression des pulverisations d'insecticides doivent tenir compte de diverses conditions:
Le paludisme doit avoir disparu de toutes les localites de la region en cause ou la trans-
mission est possible. L'evaluation des resultats doit permettre d'etablir exactement
les endroits ou l'eradication de la maladie a ete effectivement r6alisee. Les m6thodes
d'evaluation courantes ne semblent pas toujours assez sensibles pour ces determinations:
c'est ainsi que l'indice parasitaire chez les nourrissons peut avoir atteint zero, sans que
la transmission ait cesse pour autant. I1 y aurait donc lieu d'examiner le sang de tous les
individus ayant de la fievre lors de l'inspection ou en ayant presente entre deux visites
de contr6le. Ce contr6le, qui a ete fait en Grece, devrait etre execute un an au moins
avant le moment ou l'on se propose de suspendre Jes operations. La zone ou les pulve-
risations seront supprimees doit etre aussi etendue que possible et entouree de zones
egalement protegees. Les chances de reinfestation seront d'autant moindres que les
regions ou pays adjacents auront pris des mesures equivalentes.

La resistance des insectes aux insecticides est venue compliquer l'elaboration des
plans. Si la forme de resistance due A un changement de comportement peut ne pas
mettre en danger la lutte antipaludique, la resistance physiologique acquise peut, par
contre, en compromettre le succes. D'apres des informations tres r6centes de Grece,
non seulement A. sacharovi mais egalement A. macuilpennis et A. superpictus auraient
developpe une certaine resistance. II semble demhontre qu'en certains villages en 1953
le DDT n'a pu empecher la transmission. Si l'on ignore ce danger, il se peut qu'au bout
de quelques annees d'application d'un vaste programme, la resistance se developpe,
s'etende a d'autres insecticides chlores, oblige A l'emploi d'autres insecticides plus dange-
reux et plus couteux, ou au retour a d'anciennes methodes de lutte, plus efficaces il est vrai
qu'autrefois grAce aux nouveaux medicaments antipaludiques dont on dispose mainte-
nant, mais appliqu6es A des populations qui auront perdu l'immunite naturelle que leur
conferait l'infection endemique.

Tirer la le$on de l'experience faite en Grece, c'est envisager un programme de lutte
qui permettrait de renoncer aux pulverisations avant que la resistance se developpe.
Plus la region d6barrassee du paludisme sera etendue, moins la suppression des pulveri-
sations presentera de danger. Afin d'eviter le developpement de la resistance, il faut
eviter de pulveriser le DDT inconsider6ment et ne pas 1'employer pour la lutte antilarvaire.
On comprend que cette strategie nouvelle, qui doit s'appliquer A de vastes regions, qui
necessite une lutte menee minutieusement pendant quelques annees demande plus d'argent,
plus de personnel qualifie, plus d'efficacite dans l'action et de meilleures m6thodes de
surveillance 6pidemiologiques qu'actuellement. Ces difficultes seraient compens6es par
des resultats plus rapides et plus satisfaisants et par la perspective de voir, apres quelques
annees, le paludisme grever moins lourdement les budgets sanitaires. Si cette strategie
n'est pas appliqu'e, il se peut que les pulverisations d'insecticides chlores repetees chaque
annee parviennent A tenir le paludisme en echec. Mais il se peut aussi qu'une resistance
aux insecticides se d6veloppe chez les anoph6les, qu'elle se generalise, devienne polyva-
lente, entrainant ainsi la faillite de toute l'entreprise.
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